Admission prices
Admission for members and children under six years of age is free.
Adults .................................................. € 7,00
Concessions ........................................... € 5,00
Pupils/students/apprentices ...................... € 3,00
Family admission ..................................... € 15,00
Combo ticket: Deutsches Museum + Verkehrszentrum + Flugwerft Schleissheim ......................... € 19,00

Tours and demonstrations for individual visitors and families
A selection of the following tours and demonstrations is offered every day.
The meeting point for the tours is the »Red Dot«.
The meeting point for the demonstrations is the »Red Triangle«.
Please enquire at the ticket desk whether and when your tour/demonstration will take place on the day of your visit.

Tours (in German)
11.00 Highlights tour of the Historic hangar (duration: 30 min.)
15.30 Highlights tour of the exhibitions hall (duration: 30 min.)

Demonstrations
10.00 and 14.00 Demonstration of the model Zeppelin
10.30 and 15.00 Operation the flight simulator
11.30 and 14.30 Operation of the »Flying Circus« model airplane display

Other demonstrations on request
Was your tour or demonstration unavailable? Book the programme of your choice and select the date, time and language. Booking time: please allow six to eight weeks. visitorservice@deutsches-museum.de

Getting to the museum
MVV
S1 station (Oberschleissheim)
Bus 292 (daily) and bus 295 (Mon. – Fri.)
Get off at busstop Mittenheimer Strasse (Oberschleissheim)

Car or bus to the car park
A 99, Neuherberg exit
Navigation system input: Ferdinand-Schulz-Allee

Hours
Daily from 9.00 to 17.00
Closed:
1 January, Mardi Gras Tuesday, Good Friday, 1 May, last Wednesday in June until 11.00, 1 November, second Wednesday in December from 12 noon, 24/25 and 31 December

Deutsches Museum
FLUGWERFT SCHLEISSHEIM
Effnerstraße 18, 85764 Oberschleißheim
Telephone +49 (0)89 / 2179 -333
www.deutsches-museum.de/flightworks
Welcome to Flugwerft Schleissheim

Flugwerft Schleissheim is located on Bavaria’s oldest airfield still in operation. It first opened in 1912.

The core of the museum comprises the fully refurbished historical buildings of the Royal Bavarian Flying Corps built between 1912 and 1918.

The exhibits – from the Lilienthal glider to the Eurofighter – are living documentation of more than a century of civil and military aeronautics history.

From the gallery level you can look directly into our glassed-in aeronautics workshop for aircraft restoration.

From the tower you can get an excellent view of Flugplatz Schleissheim, which is still in operation as an airfield. It is home to six sport flying clubs and a Federal Police flying squadron.

We wish you a pleasant visit.